whisper
Our Mission
These last two years have been unlike any other. The events and circumstances have
impacted the young and the old, worldwide. There is not one soul on Earth that hasn’t been
impacted by these tough times. For many, there have been times where life seems hopeless.
However, during some of the darkest of moments, light shines forth, bringing hope and
renewed energy to all that it touches.
This edition of Whisper is a compilation of thoughts and ideas brought forth by not only the
tough times, but also by the small glimmers of hope. It is important to remember that
everyone has a voice and the ability to make a positive impact on the world. Change comes
forth when positive choices are made, starting with our expressions and actions, regardless
of how small they may seem. Each of our voices can make an impact, one whisper at a
time…
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Ode to the Nameless
By Breanna Benson
Because of you, my rippling lake is now an ocean of riptides
As lovely as this may sound, it doesn’t feel that way
I never learned how to swim
I’m forever drowning in your embrace and pleas of admiration
Although my lips are cerulean and my lungs bathe in salty waters
I still find time to tell you how much I love you
Between coughs and wheezes
As painful as that may sound, I cannot see myself without it—or you
I’m left baffled when thinking about how lonely I have become
I no longer see air when you’re away
I’d rather be lonely and breathing than happy and dying
So I have said all that there is to say
Our love intertwines and becomes my pain
I wouldn’t have it any other way
Only because it’s you

YDRLM
By Aniyah Freeman
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Artwork by Lia Kilpatrick
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Generations of Pride
By Lourdes Sinisterra
For generations to come, they all continue to grow
They have traditions of pride passed down and down
For their heirloom necklaces is what they have to show
Alongside their elegance styled with a fictional crown
They are the earth, the stars, the sun, and the sky
They are the backbone of our world
No time for judgments, they let their honor fly
As does the beauty of their curls
Legacies of mothers carry down their story
As they teach their daughters what values they hold
A matriarchal position is their path to glory
As their frames of self-portraits are aligned with gold
For they are the movement, the future, and the reasons
For all the world to see
Pride and tradition lasts for generations
It does in you and as it does in me
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Artwork by Lourdes Sinisterra
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A Letter to my Cerebrum

Reflecting on Death

By Anonymous

By Naja Weinkle

Dear Brain,
Why do you do this to me? Why do you make me so unjustly sad? Wait….. Is it actually
unjust? I can’t tell. You make it so hard to tell. I overthink everything and then overthink
that same overthinking. It is your fault. All of my problems seem to be caused by you. You
always make me sad. When a normal brain would be overjoyed, you are depressed. You are
not normal. I am not normal. You make me feel so alone. I could be surrounded by a
billion people and you would make sure I feel hated, not comforted or loved. I wonder why
I don’t have many friends. Then I think and realize it is because of you. I am anti-social
because of you. You make me think there are problems with everyone; with me. I always
think everyone hates me because of you. I am scared of people because of you. I am
obsessively worried of what everyone thinks of me because of you. You are ruining my
childhood. I should be exploring who I am, but you make sure I will never know. You even
make sure I will have no one around me to help me figure it all out. Maybe I’ve just been
dealt bad cards or sent bad people. However, I can say with certainty that if these cards are
remotely responsible, you make them seem so much worse than they actually are. You
make me miserable. I am always so sad and lonely. I will be with friends but still feel so
downcast. You do this to me. I want to feel better, to be social, to be funny, to feel loved, to
be happy, and to be a different person. In order to be a different person, I need a different
brain, but I have a feeling you aren’t going anywhere. Please go somewhere, anywhere else.

I was encased by an unnatural feeling of the unknown. It was a lonely, drifting
feeling like the one in the pit of your stomach when you know something bad is
about to happen. It was so quiet, like that overwhelming fear when you are
underwater in a dark lake and you don't know if you can hold your breath for long
enough to reach the surface. It was entrancing; beautiful in a way. I hadn't realized
that a silence could be so entangling. I felt a disorienting pull to an untold place. It
was comforting to know that it was inescapable. I had to accept letting go.

Sincerely
Confused
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Artwork by Allison Zeck
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The Mirror
By Jordan Davis
I broke it again
It stings my hand
I lost track of how many I’ve had
I usually don’t have any
But this time I got another
Why?
People say I look a mess
I think I look fine
It’s my face isn’t it?
Or is it my body?
I hate them
Mirrors, I mean
But people need them, right?
I don’t
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Artwork by Ella Parker-Harley
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Questions
By Elizabeth Vance
How could my world twist so radically?
But it’s only in my brittle mind
The creator of my destruction
The explanation for my disorientation
Am I incapable of peace?
Of love?
Of happiness?
Of control?
Am I bound for a life of endless spiraling?
A burden is all I am and all I’ll ever be
I will forever wish I was the lion rather the lamb
Yes, I know
We all have our wars
But what has left me utterly sore
Is this everlasting fall into my own despair
Falling so far, I’ve lost all sight of any light
Will I ever escape it all?
Artwork by Danielle Perry

Oh Lord are you even listening?
Why can’t you see I’m just barely making it?
Waltzing on the thinnest of threads
Dangling on the weakest of wires
I hear stories of your gifts of grace
When will I receive mine?
I yearn for your miracles
I need your miracles
Yet it would take miracles to just believe in you
I am my own enemy
My own mind persistently working against me
Boundless voices chirp in my ear
Yet they never seem to harmonize
Time stops for no one
No fasting forward and absolutely no rewinding
Time teases me with the control I don’t bear
Months go by and seasons alternate
Yet it seems I still fear for my own fate
If time moves on, why can’t I?
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Artwork by Muireall Dickson
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Artist Statement
By Lorelei Kenney
My chosen topic for my watercolor painting was depression. I wanted to make my painting
based on mental health and decided to choose depression because it was the mental health
topic closest to me. The painting represents what I felt during the two years of quarantine
from when lockdown first started to when it was time to start returning to school last year.
Last year was when my decline was at its height because it was my first year of high school,
and I wasn’t ready to socialize again or to be in a classroom. I spent the first year of high
school alone and barely passing most of my classes. It was hard for me to do tasks in public
without feeling a little anxious, like walking in the hallway or having to talk to my teachers or
classmates. I also had to relearn how to eat in public again without feeling really nervous. I
had lost all motivation when it came to school, and I took every chance to stay at home,
learning online, when the school allowed it. But, my grades plummeted, and I found myself
back in the habit of laying in my bed all day while my classes would continue in the
background.
Mushrooms are what came to mind when I thought of how I wanted to show my emotions in
this painting. They symbolize the growing dread I felt every day, knowing I would be wasting
my day, either in my bed or spacing out in class, not accomplishing anything. The
mushrooms symbolize the heavy and vulnerable parts about depression. They form a thick
forest on the back of the person to illustrate how heavy the feeling can be and how hard it is
to get rid of it. The mushrooms are in different sizes, pointing in different directions. This
represents how difficult it is to control one’s feelings during this time. The figure represents
the people who suffer from mental illness and how it can make them feel trapped and weak.
Even though this painting represents my own feelings, I want other people be able to relate
to what I illustrated. Therefore, I created the figure without any defining features so anyone
could see themselves as that person. The figure is curled up in a ball and in a laying down to
represent depressing, gloomy feelings I was experiencing. The towering, overwhelming
mushrooms hanging over the figure represent how suffocating and overwhelming mental
illness, more specifically, depression can be.
The color palette of my painting is dull and lacking excitement because depression does
make one feel emotionless. I used dark greens to contrast with the light yellows to emphasize
the figure, using the stems of the mushrooms to create path, leading the eye to the figure. I
used the repeating shapes of the mushrooms to create a sense of wholeness throughout the
composition.
This painting was made with the purpose of showing my feelings and struggles with
depressive thoughts. I want people to be able to relate to my painting and my story. I want
my painting to spread awareness about the devastating damage depression can have on
someone.

Before I Go
By Brianna Lloyd
Before I go
I hope my family forgives me
Forgive me for not being enough
Forgive me for not being happy
Forgive me for not playing into your hand
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But I will never forgive you
You hurt me
You didn’t believe in me

You instead deceived me
You made my identity more important
than my health
Before I go
I hope my family finds peace
And I hope they open their minds
For when I’m gone
There is nothing that I can do
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Art by Jalen Henderson
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Artwork by Sean Adams
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Artwork by Beth Walker

Mornings
By Mary DeSaussure Parker
As the sun rises, flowers open up as if to give the sun a hug
The breeze ruffles their petals and wakes the grass
The sun’s light covers everything in an orange haze
The world is at peace and its nature’s playground
As the sun rises so does my soul
It goes to meet the sun and join in all the fun
My skin is tickled by the breeze as if it is encouraging me
As the sky turns to a beautiful blue, so do I
As the flowers soak in the nutrients, so do I
I have become one with nature
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Nights on the Beach
By Amelie Gosselin
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Standing on the beach
The sand was soft and cold
It was dark, too dark to see the ends of my fingers
Can’t see where I’m going, I’m just walking
The sand is colder, the water is closer
The stars are the only light to my path
As I reach the water’s edge
My body gets a sense of chill throughout
The wind blows and lifts the sand onto my calves
Like little shards of glass hitting me
I can’t see farther than an inch
But I feel every inch of the ocean in that moment

Artwork by Cassie Collins
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Artwork by Grayson Moss
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Drift
By Merryn Courie
Drifting through this deep dark space
Sparkling white dots litter the place
Distant stars contrast with black
As you stare, floating on your back
Exploring, advancing, making a change
In the name of science, though it’s strange
Stuck in the weightlessness of space
The shuttle drifts and floats and stays
Orbiting inside the Earth’s blue haze
Black and white, mobile home base
The astronaut’s temporary place
Tethered to the ship to keep from drifting away
With Houston in their ear, they won’t be led astray
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Mission on the mind, as the astronaut floats
But fun can be had amongst the notes
Twisting and flipping through the dark
The camera comes out and finds its mark
The shutters flick with a single tap
The astronaut takes a quick snap

Artwork by Quentin Hilley
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Artwork by Sean Adams
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My Favorite Place
By Coleman Hughes
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Artwork by Beth Walker

Just off the Edisto River, there is a creek that
winds through the town of St. George, South
Carolina. The water is cool and flows smoothly.
At night you can hear alligators bellowing and owls hooting in the distance. The creek is
surrounded by all types of trees draping over the water. Occasionally you will see an alligator
or a water snake swim across the creek. The ducks weave through the trees as Woodpeckers
peck. The sound of the rushing river is occasionally interrupted by the rumble of a motorboat
or dogs barking in the woods. On the bank, there are two houses: one bigger than the other,
both with scars from the floods that have come and gone. The road leading here is made of
gravel that crunches under the tires of cars and the feet of the people that come and go. Down
by the water there is a boat ramp with scratches and scars that show its years. There are two
plywood boards lining the ramp to keep the damp dirt from falling and covering the gray
concrete. Next to the ramp there is a flowing well full of clear cool water with a spigot that is
always spewing out cold water you can wash your hands under after a long day of fishing. This
is my favorite place; a place where I can just be…
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